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Precious Gems 
Full Pattern 

 

After each step, put the results back in the pouch you pulled from. 

Step Pouch Do This 

1 Ruby 
Stitch and flip a 5” B square onto one end of a C3 rectangle to make ½ Flying Geese component, 
then stitch and flip a second 5” B square on the opposite end of the rectangle to complete the 
Flying Geese. Make 16. 

2 Ruby 
The top of the Flying Geese is the part where the two B triangles (wings) overlap. Lay out two 
Flying Geese, bottom edges together. Slide the Geese apart and sew a 9½” C2 square between 
them. Make 4. 

3 Ruby 
The top of the Flying Geese is the part where the two B triangles (wings) overlap. Lay out a 
Flying Geese so the top is pointing away from your body. Sew a 5” C3 square to the RIGHT end 
of the Flying Geese. Make 8. 

4 Ruby Sew a 5” B square to the LEFT end of a Flying Geese + square row. Make 4. 

5 Ruby Sew a 5” C3 square to the LEFT end of a Flying Geese + square row. Make 4. 

6 Ruby 
Lay out the Flying Geese + 9½” square + Flying Geese blocks so that the Flying Geese are at the 
top and bottom of the blocks. Sew a C3 + Flying Geese + C3 row to the RIGHT side of the block. 
The tops of all Geese should be on the outer edges of the block. Make 4. 

7 Ruby 
Lay out the Flying Geese + 9½” square + Flying Geese blocks so that the Flying Geese are at the 
top and bottom of the blocks. Sew a B + Flying Geese + C3 row to the LEFT side of the block. 
The tops of all Geese should be on the outer edges of the block. Make 4. 

8 Diamond 
Stitch and flip a 5” C2 square onto the end of a 5 x 18½” rectangle, then stitch and flip a 5” C2 
square onto the other end of the rectangle to make a Flying Goose with a really wide wingspan. 
Make 4. 

9 Diamond 
Lay out the 14 x 18½” C1 rectangles so 18½” is the left-to-right measurement. Stitch and flip a 
9½” B square to the top RIGHT corner of the C1 rectangle, then stitch and flip a 9½” B square to 
the top LEFT corner of the C1 rectangle. Make 4. 

10 Diamond 
Lay out the 14 x 18½” C1 rectangles with the B corners at the top. Stitch and flip a 5” C2 square 
to the bottom LEFT corner of the C1 rectangle, then stitch and flip a 5” C2 square to the bottom 
RIGHT corner of the rectangle. Make 4. 

11 Diamond 
The top of the C1 block is the edge where the B wings overlap. Sew the bottom of the 5 x 18½” 
wide-bodied Flying Goose to the top of the C1 block. Make 4. 

12 Emerald 
Stitch and flip a 5” C1 square onto one end of a C3 rectangle to make ½ Flying Geese 
component, then stitch and flip a 5” C1 square onto the opposite end to make a complete Flying 
Geese. Make 4. 

13 Emerald 
The top of the Flying Geese is the part where the two C1 triangles (wings) overlap. Lay out two 
Flying Geese, bottom edges together. Slide the Geese apart and sew a 9½” C1 square between 
them. Make 1. 
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14 Emerald 

The top of the Flying Geese is the part where the two C1 triangles (wings) overlap. 
Lay out a Flying Geese so the top is pointing away from your body. Sew a 5” C3 square to the 
RIGHT end of the Flying Geese, then sew a 5” C3 square to the LEFT end of the Flying Geese. 
Make 2. 

15 Emerald 

Lay out the Flying Geese + 9½” square + Flying Geese block so that the Flying Geese are at the 
top and bottom of the blocks. Sew a C3 + Flying Geese + C3 row to the RIGHT side of the block. 
Complete the Emerald block by sewing the remaining C3 + Flying Geese + C3 row to the LEFT 
side of the block. The tops of all Geese should be on the outer edges of the block. Make 1. 

16 Topaz 
Lay out two 5” C3 squares side-by-side. Spread the squares apart and sew a 5 x 9½” rectangle 
between them. Make 4. 

17 Topaz 
Stitch and flip a 5” C2 square onto the right end of a 5 x 23” B rectangle.  
Sew it at this angle: Put a pin in this strip and name it Dragon. Make 2. 

18 Topaz 
Stitch and flip a 5” C2 square onto the right end of a 5 x 23” B rectangle.  
Sew it at this angle: Make 2. 

19 Topaz 
Stitch and flip a 5” C2 square onto the right end of a 5 x 18½” B rectangle.  
Sew it at this angle: Put a pin in this strip and name it Dragon. Make 2. 

20 Topaz 
Stitch and flip a 5” C2 square onto the right end of a 5 x 18½” B rectangle.  
Sew it at this angle: Make 2. 

21 
Topaz 

Diamond 
Sew a C3 square + B rectangle + C3 square to the top of the Diamond block along the wide-
bodied Flying Goose edge. Make 4. 

22 
Topaz 
Ruby 

Lay out a Ruby block so the 5” B square is in the top LEFT corner. Sew an 18½” Topaz strip to 
the LEFT edge of the block.  The C2 wing and the C3 square should be next to one another. 
Make 2. Mark one “10” and one “4”. 

23 
Topaz 
Ruby 

Lay out a Ruby block so the 5” B square is in the top RIGHT corner. Sew an 18½” Dragon strip 
to the RIGHT edge of the block.  The C2 wing and the C3 square should be next to one another. 
Make 2. Mark one “7” and one “2”. 

24 
Topaz 
Ruby 

Lay out a Ruby block so the long B rectangle is on the LEFT side. Sew a 23” Dragon strip to the 
top edge of the block.  The C2 wings and the C3 squares should be next to each other at the top 
right and the bottom left corners. Make 2. Put these blocks into the RUBY pouch. 

25 
Topaz 
Ruby 

Lay out a Ruby block so the long B rectangle is on the RIGHT side. Sew a 23” Topaz strip to the 
top edge of the block.  The C2 wings and the C3 squares should be next to each other at the top 
left and the bottom right corners. Make 2. Put these blocks into the RUBY pouch. 

26 
Ruby 

Diamond 

Lay the “2” and “7” Ruby blocks side-by-side so the Topaz strips form a border along the left, 
top, and right of the two blocks.  Slide these two blocks apart and place a Diamond block 
between them, with the Topaz strip at the top. Sew the Diamond block between the Ruby 
blocks. Repeat with the “4” and “7” Ruby blocks. Make 2 rows. 

27 
Diamond 
Emerald 

Lay out the two remaining Diamond blocks with the C1 edges touching in the center.  Slide the 
blocks apart and sew the Emerald block between them.  

28  
Sew the Diamond/Emerald row between the two Ruby/Diamond rows, keeping all of the C1 edges 
in the center. 

 


